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Aims
At Acorn Park, our Positive Behaviour Policy is aimed at improving educational
outcomes for all pupils by promoting and supporting their engagement with
education. At Acorn Park, we have a therapeutic approach to behaviour
which is underpinned by MAPA/ TeamTeach and Playfulness, Acceptance,
Curiosity and Empathy (PACE). Our aim is to promote behaviour that enables
all children to achieve their potential and develop socially, academically, and
personally within a positive and safe environment. High standards are set in
behaviour, including behaviour for learning. Children have a right to learn and
teachers have a right to teach. We aim for children to develop positive and
pro-social behaviours through:
•
•
•
•

Clear and high expectations
Good role models in both children and adults
Clear and consistent boundaries
Intervention programmes as appropriate.

At Acorn Park, we base our approach on the fact that: ‘Equality of
opportunity does not mean giving every child the same….it means giving
every child what they need’
At Acorn Park, we use ‘one voice’ to:
•
•
•

•

•

Promote pro-social behaviour (self -care, helpful, productive), selfregulation and respect for others
Focus on a therapeutic approach to managing behaviour;
Provide an inclusive setting that promotes equality of opportunity so that
all children are given what they need to help them to learn how to
engage in pro-social behaviours;
Ensure all staff know how to promote pro social behaviour and manage
challenging behaviours, and to have an understanding of what behaviour
might be communicating;
Ensure that all staff understand how to focus on de-escalation and
preventative strategies rather than focusing solely on reactive strategies.

At Acorn Park, we are committed to successful inclusion of our young people
and we recognise at times most children may present with challenging
behaviour to adults, risk of harm to themselves, others or property. To ensure
the best outcomes for staff and pupils during these incidents, all staff are
given MAPA training which is refreshed annually. We expect all staff to follow
the therapeutic approach, use ‘one voice’ and a PACE approach.
At Acorn Park we recognise that there are times when we need to reflect on
the proactive strategies in order to ensure that we are providing and
adapting an environment to suit the needs of all children and young people.
We recognise that there are complexities of subconscious and conscious
behaviours for our children and young people at Acorn Park and they may
require an individualised risk management plan to ensure consistency across
different staff and environments.
At Acorn Park, we recognise and understand the importance of the
therapeutic approach we employ. We understand the need to stand back to
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analyse and not personalise behaviours. We realise that once we unpick the
behaviour to find the possible root cause, we will be able to choose strategies
or interventions to help the child understand how to engage in prosocial
behaviours.
We avoid using the following controlling behaviour with children:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dominating and imposing
Demanding obedience
Telling children what they must not do
Punishing them
Taking away all pleasurable experiences
Shaming, belittling, embarrassing, and humiliating
Exclusion

We promote the teaching of behaviour through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One voice approach – using one adult to manage a situation (preferably
the most familiar) and agreeing one shared strategy.
Relationships
Role modelling
Consistency
Scripts (Appendix 4)
Fogging statements (“I hear what you are saying” “I can see you are
upset” “I understand that’s how you feel”)
Positive phrasing (Appendix 2)
Planning proactively how to teach prosocial behaviour
Reward and positive reinforcement
Use of logical or natural consequences
Positive interactions between home and school
‘Reflect and repair’ post incident

All staff will attend training meetings during the school year to discuss
strategies and expectations in relation to the Positive Behaviour policy so that
our approach remains consistent amongst all staff.
On a daily basis, staff focus on the positive behaviours and interactions
demonstrated during the day or week through the positive handovers system.
Examples of approaches that we would expect to see are as follows:
•

•
•
•

•

Rephrase a threat…. ‘If you don’t do your work you will have to stay in at
playtime’ to a limited choice – ‘You have a choice. You need to finish
your work now or you will need to finish it later (e.g. at playtime)’.
Respond in an ‘authoritative’ manner – when giving a limited choice.
Using ‘thank you’ at the end of a direction assumes compliance.
If a child refuses to respond to choices given, say e.g. ‘Yes, you can …..’
instead of ‘That’s fine’ when responding to a further choice option so that
the permission of the adult can be seen to have been given.
When giving directions, avoid putting the direction as a question: ‘Will you
please tidy up the equipment?’ The pupil could quite legitimately say,
‘No’. Instead, say, ‘It is time to tidy up the equipment – thank you.’
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•
•

Be clear, precise and direct: ‘You need to put the equipment away now.
Thank you.’
Redirecting, Accepting, Solution focused, Scaling (Appendix 1)

At Acorn Park, we build on the positive patterns of behaviour that the children
have learnt already and proactively identify triggers for behaviour choices.
We help the children develop pro-social behaviours underpinned by our two
Acorn Park expectations:
1. Always be kind
2. Always try our best
We use the following sequence of response using a therapeutic behavioural
approach
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Positive phrasing
Child’s Limited choice
Adult directive (leading to differentiated workspace)
Debrief for the class
Educational Consequence
Further consequence (SLT) (see Appendix 5 and 6 for detailed
examples of different situations)

The Crisis Development Model (MAPA)
Behaviour levels
1. Anxiety
 A change in behaviour
2. Defensive
 beginning to lose self-control
3. Risk Behaviour
 A behaviour that presents an
imminent and immediate risk
to self or others
4. Tension Reduction
 Decreases on physical and
emotional energy

Staff attitude/approach
1. Supportive
 An empathetic nonjudgemental approach
2. Directive
 Decelerating an escalating
behaviour
3. Safety intervention
 An emergence response
aimed at minimising risk and
keeping everyone safe
4. Therapeutic Rapport
 Restorative approach to reestablish rational
communication, relationships
and routines

All pupils at Acorn Park will have an Individual Risk Reduction Plan (Appendix
8) to formalise strategies that support their individual needs. This approach to
regulation is offered if a pupil is becoming more challenging towards other
young people, adults or property.
The procedure for these children uses proformas (available in school) as
follows:
1 Roots and Fruits analysis to understand how feelings are affecting
behaviours (Appendix 12).
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2. Anxiety Mapping to predict and prevent escalation (Appendix 11).
3. Introduce Zones of Regulation to encourage children to independently selfregulate using their individual strategies. (Appendix 13).
4. De-escalation script used by all staff (Appendix 4).
5. Individualised scripts to be used by all staff in specified situations to ensure a
consistent approach as specified in the Individual Risk Reduction Plan
(Appendix 8).
6. Educational consequence must be appropriate to the incident and
individual -this must be logical, purposeful and meaningful.
7. Protective consequence may be necessary i.e. the removal of a freedom
to manage harm. This could include an increased staff ratio, limited access to
outdoor space, escorted in social situations, differentiated teaching space or
restricted access to an area of the school.
How prosocial behaviour can be promoted and recognised
All staff must take the lead in modelling the high standards of pro social
behaviour, courtesy and respect they wish to see in their classrooms and
throughout the school. This includes an understanding of how an adult’s
actions may impact on the experiences, feelings and behaviours of the
children.
Incentives for prosocial behaviour are not to be used as a ‘bribe’ but as a
‘surprise’. These may include:
•

•

A visit to the Head of School – When a child has a breakthrough in
learning, or has made a particularly good effort, s/he is sent to the
Head of School to reinforce praise and put his/her name in book to be
read out in our celebration assembly. Work is endorsed with a sticker to
remind the child which piece was special and why. The adult sending
a child must log visits in the class book so that s/he can reflect on
which children have been rewarded.
The adult in class can award up top three acorns for each lesson for
A.P.E. (Access, Participation and Engagement. Adults will recognise
those children who have gained acorns at the end of the morning and
afternoon. Acorns for transition times. Breaks and Lunches for showing
they are following the Acorn Park expectations. Children and young
people can choose to spend or bank their acorns weekly, on a range
of items or save them for a larger reward.
• WOW texts can be sent home to celebrate a positive choice
• Star Student is awarded weekly
• Weekly prize draws
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Behaviour that Challenges – Risk management
If a child is struggling with pro social behaviour and restrictive physical
intervention is deemed reasonable, proportionate and least restrictive, we will
work alongside staff and parents/carers to create an Individual Risk
Management plan (Appendix 9) as part of their risk reduction plan to support
a more detailed plan to support the young person before, during and after
crisis. Before the use of restrictive Physical Intervention, all staff use the
‘Decision Making Matrix’ embedded within MAPA.
Use of Physical Intervention (Please read the separate Physical Intervention
Policy).
At Acorn Park, physical intervention may be seen in the form of:
•
•
•
•

Comforting a student in distress (so long as this is appropriate to their
age and understanding)
Gently guiding a person
For activity reasons (for example in drama, physical games)
To avert danger to the student, other persons or significant damage to
property restrictive physical intervention is only used when all other
strategies been considered and therefore only as a last resort (see
Restrictive Physical Intervention Policy).

There are situations when restrictive physical intervention may be necessary,
for example in a situation of clear danger and extreme urgency:
•
•
•

To prevent a child from committing a criminal offence
To prevent a child from injuring self or others
To prevent or stop a child from causing serious damage to property

Staff will use the following principles when considering the use if Restrictive
Physical Intervention:
-

Reasonable
Necessary
Least Restrictive

Staff will be able to show that the intervention used was a reasonable
response to the incident.
Procedures are in place for supporting and debriefing the child after every
incident of restrictive physical intervention, as it is essential to safeguard the
emotional well-being of all involved at these times.
Following an incident of disruptive, difficult or dangerous behaviour we
reflect, repair and restore by:
•
•

•

Revisiting the experience with the child when they are calm, relaxed
and reflective
Retell the story with an adult and record what happened before, what
the behaviour was, what the consequence was and the pro-social
choice they could have made and would do next.
Discuss the behaviour and focus on the act not the child.
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Positive Behaviour Support (PBS)
Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) is an umbrella approach that includes PACE
and Therapeutic Parenting in order to minimise high risk behaviours by
replacing them with more pro-social skills.
If a pupil displays challenging behaviours frequently, the team around the
pupil will complete a Motivational assessment scale (Appendix 14) to identify
whether a PBS strategy may be beneficial.
The motivational assessment is conducted with regards to one behaviour and
identifies the function of the behaviour. A PBS meeting is then organised to
discuss and identify potential support and replacement skills – taking a proactive approach to reducing the challenging behaviour. This may include
identifying specific Zones of Regulation strategies that are effective at this
time or communication skills that may need to be taught. A review is then
conducted to assess whether the replacement skill has been effective in
reducing the behaviour or not.
These PBS strategies are included within the Individual Risk Management Plans
(IRMPs) alongside all other strategies for risk management for the pupil.

Exclusion
Exclusion will only be considered as a last resort if all the preventative
strategies have been tried and documented and the child continues to
exhibit dangerous, unsafe behaviour that puts other children, staff or school
property at risk of harm.
Related Policies/ guidance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusion
Physical Intervention
Safeguarding policy
Equality and diversity
Peer on peer abuse
Anti-Bullying
SEND and Inclusion
Online safety
School Vision, Mission, Values
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APPENDIX 1: Strategies for responding to a child who, on occasions, WON’T
(conscious behaviours) and a child who, on occasions, CAN’T (subconscious
behaviours)
Redirecting:
when a child refuses to follow an adult’s request there is a clear danger that
the interaction will escalate to a major confrontation. This in itself could result
in the stimulation that the child is seeking. Redirecting is about trying to avoid
being drawn into a power struggle. Instead the adult has a number of
activities that he/she can use to redirect the child towards some behaviours
that are positive. E.g. if a child has refused to go back to their seat…’Well,
while you are out of your seat could you go to the book cupboard and bring
me another 3 exercise books’ or have some activities that are ready e.g. a
collage that needs attention, a specific errand such as a message to the
office, areas that need reorganising, ripping up paper to make something….

Accepting:
when a child refuses for whatever reason, give immediate partial agreement
to his comment, that is begin your sentence partially agreeing with him. By
partially accepting a child’s negative comment the adult sidesteps
confrontation and can then redirect the child’s behaviour.
E.g.
Pupil: I hate school
Adult: Yes, there are times when you might hate school but I can help you with your
learning so that you can enjoy it more and you can tell me about some things that
you would like to do at school.

Pupil: I don’t like doing P.E.
Adult: Yes, I can tell that you don’t like P.E. Is it getting changed that you don’t like?
Is it the exercise that you find tricky?

Pupil: There is too much work to do
Teacher: Yes, it can seem like that there is too much work to do, but let’s get this
part done and then we might be able to find time for some other things you enjoy –
perhaps you could tell me what they are.
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Solution-focused:
Focusing on getting the behaviour right. ‘For the rest of this week I am going
to be watching you for all those times when you get it right, when your
behaviour is helping you to learn. These will be times when you are sitting on
the carpet, when you listen to instructions, when you don’t distract people. I
am going to write those times down and if you want me to I will give you a
note to take home explaining how well-behaved you’ve been. If I’m doing
this I will need your help as well. I want you to notice those times in the
classroom when you are working well and I want you to think about what you
are doing that helps you to be successful’.
Scaling If the child is able to understand this technique it is very positive. Help
the child to rate his problem on a scale of 1-5. Number 1 reflects the problem
at its worst and 5 is where there is no problem.
ADULT: Tim, on a scale of 1 to 5 where do you think you are with respect to
staying in your seat and not disturbing others in the class?
TIM: About 2
ADULT: Okay, what is it that you think you are doing right to put your mark at
2?
TIM: Well sometimes when we are doing drawing I don’t leave my seat at all.
ADULT: If you moved your score from 2 to either a 3 or a 4, what do you think
you would be doing more of? What would you and I see more of?
TIM: Well, I would be putting my hand up when I got stuck and needed help.
ADULT: Ok. Let’s work together to see if we can achieve that.
Notice the problem is not analysed and the conversation between the adult
and the pupil is more positive. It did not go down the road of, ‘Why did you
behave like that?’ For most of the time children do not know why they
behave the way that they do. Solution-focused approaches are positive and
brief. The adult does not get drawn into analysing the problem, but instead
used his energy to find and understand those times when the problem was
less severe.
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Appendix 2: Examples of the sequence of therapeutic behaviour
responses for low level classroom behaviours
Stealing items they want or need such as biscuits
Don’t have the objects they want or need, they have to save acorns to
get what they want or need.
Tipping a drink or causing a mess.
Clean up mess they have created at the most appropriate time,
support given for doing the right thing.
CYP having a difficult day behaviourally and are argumentative and
disrupting others.
Instead of time out – give time in, spend time close to a trusted adult
doing positive activities Use phrase such as ‘it seems like you are … I’m
here to help if I can’
Have an object of wonder in your pocket, begin fiddling and telling a
story to distract or diffuse the situation.
Breaks a possession of theirs or a class members
Show acceptance separate the child from the behaviour- ‘ it’s a
shame you decided to … because now you/they don’t have it
anymore, I think you’re feeling sad about that’
Observing CYP starting to bubble, over stimulated/frustrated.
Use distraction they cannot feel joy and Fight/flight at the same timeuse humour, silly dance or break into song.
CYP refuses to complete a piece of work
Pay time back – either get them to do a task for you, complete their
work when they are ready and it has been explained again in smaller
chunks or limit support at a later time and explain you have to do that
job now as you lost time earlier
Showing annoying or attention seeking/needing behaviours
Use touch/ or sit next to them (not face to face) ‘I’m here if you need
me.
Planned ignoring- name the need ‘you look as if you are bored/fidgety
can you think of something that could help right now?’
Distraction - Make a fake phone call … removes their audience, you
could verbally explain children are having some difficulty and you
wondered how to help them (not punitive or critical)
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Appendix 3: Examples of the sequence of therapeutic behaviour responses
for playtime and lunchtimes.

Child running away from an adult. – don’t chase. Keep your eyes on them,
they might need space don’t turn it into a game. ‘Logan I’m here when you
need me’
Minor altercation with another child- I can see you are not ‘always being
kind’ lets take a walk to see how kind everyone else is being.
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Appendix 4: De-escalation Scripts
It looks like you could be feeling…… Come with me and let me try and help.
You look like today is a tricky day for you…. What can you do to change
that?
I can see you’re not making the right choices… is there someone who could
help you right now?
You look like you might be … if you talk I will listen.
Is there something I can help you with… if you come with me we can try and
find a way to make thing better.
I can see you are dysregulated… can I suggest some strategies which could
help?
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APPENDIX 5: School Behaviour Ladder

A consequence is simply the result of a behaviour or action and can be either
positive or negative. The idea of all actions having consequences needs to
be taught discretely but is a crucial developmental stage.
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PUPIL CONSEQUENCE LADDER
This is a really simple,
useful document where a
pupil or group of pupils,
who have particular
challenges can decide
on appropriate
consequences for
particular behaviours,
positive and negative.
Where a behaviour is
particular to an individual
or group, however, when
they are calm and in the
right mind-set, ask them
to suggest appropriate
consequences as if they
were the ‘victim’
For example…
What would you want to
happen if someone swore at you? What if it kept happening?
This way they come up with a 4 point ladder
1.
2.
3.
4.

Say sorry
There be a consequence ( like finding better words to use)
Their parent to be told
Them to stop – time away from the group
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This then lets you create a ladder so
that with each repeat of a behaviour
you move down the ladder…
1. Say sorry once calm
2. Explain why swearing offends
people and say what would be a
better way to show you are upset
3. A text home
4. A stay late or lunchtime reflection
or not going to the animals as they
don’t like being sworn at.
5. The beauty of this is that when the
incident happens again, the pupils
are then held responsible to their own
agreed list of consequences

Of course this can also be applied to positive behaviours and
actions which can also generate plans.
1. Earn an Acorn
2. Get a WOW text
etc
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APPENDIX 6: Consequences
Always begin tackling an unwanted behaviour with the following…
1. Zones of regulation/ de-escalation techniques
2. Remind the pupil of the expectation.
3. Warn the pupil that there will be a consequence to their action if
an unsuitable choice is made.
4. The next consequences depend on the severity of the choice
Low level Behaviour
This is behaviour that is annoying but not causing a great deal of
disturbance to the lesson - shouting out, work refusal, not engaging
•
•
•
•
•

Ignore the behaviour and praise others who are showing
appropriate behaviour
Remind pupils to use a ‘time out’ card to request a time-limited
break
Use reward system to encourage appropriate behaviour
Use of pupil consequence ladder
Warning that a consequence sheet will be logged. C3

Consequence Sheet: 5 in a month is a parent call via teams, 10 is a
‘stay behind’ with a parent collection. Positive stay behinds might be
time to work on a relationship with a member of the class, time to
catch-up on lost learning or an activity to re-build confidence and selfesteem.
Disruptive behaviour
This is behaviour that prevents the lesson from continuing – Repeatedly
leaving seat, interrupting others’ learning, disrespecting others, leaving
class without permission
•
•
•
•
•

Hang back from pupil and allow them to make choice
Countdown back to appropriate behaviour
Individual consequence ladder
Warning that a consequence sheet will be logged and text will
be sent home. C3
Whenever a text goes home, this is a call with parents and
missed learning is sent home or completed in own time at school
C3

Dangerous behaviour
This is behaviour that can cause harm – Use of home tech, leaving the
class with intent to cause damage to people or property, breaking
Covid risk assessment. It may be sudden and without time to move
through stages of de-escalation
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

See individual consequence ladder for use of tech
Violent conduct –Use language If___Then____ Call SLT/SWIFT who
will decide if the police should be called. C3
Payback for damage – in time or in money C3
Intent to damage, guided return to class using Team Teach
method if appropriate C3
Stay behind with parental collection C3
Repeated breaking of Covid bubbles or protocol– text home via
Pip with follow up letter stating the consequence. C3
Removal from playground for a period of time if issue is around
playground boundaries or swings, Period of home learning while
a risk assessment is put around the pupil for repeated behaviours
C4
Animal interactions limited until safe to be near animals
(demonstrated by a period of calm – length to be decided) C4
Fixed term exclusions – decided by SLT C4
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Consequence (reflection) Sheet
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APPENDIX 7: COVID-19
Breaking of the Covid risk assessment supersedes the behaviour policy.
Where a pupil accidentally breaks the RA, there will be an approach that
explores why it is important to remember and stick to the rules around Covid.
The approach will be restorative and positive.
Where a pupil knowingly breaks the RA, the following will apply because this is
a serious matter which threatens the health and wellbeing of others and is
rooted in Government guidelines. The consequences will be commensurate
with the severity of the incident
•
•
•
•
•
•

There may need to be a repair of the incident such as cleaning or
fixing
A warning will be given, the incident will be explored, a Consequence
Sheet will be logged C3
A text will be sent home and a Consequence Sheet logged C4
If the incident involves equipment or an area of school, there will be a
ban from or removal of the equipment C4
A ‘Stay Behind’ may occur to explore the issues around the incident C4
A pupil may face a fixed term exclusion C4

In any case of a deliberate breaking of the Covid RA, a letter will be sent
home notifying families of the incident.

Example Letter:
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APPENDIX 8: Individual Risk Reduction Plan (IRRP)

Individual Risk Reduction Plan
Date created:

Name:
Completed by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Known Triggers

Not understanding what is being asked
Setting year group work that is younger than his year (that he can see.)
Other students teasing ************ or doing something he doesn’t like
Work that challenges him due to low self-esteem
************ struggles to wait to see the animals/ preferred activity
Fear of being poisoned, can result in panic attack he has inhaler if needed.
Not understanding that others are playing
Not understanding social situations
************ feeling that others do not like him
He can fixate on perceived dangers
Seeing others as being unclean
Noisy environment
Being told no- if he feels this is unfair
************ fixates on becoming ill, diseases that he may catch and medical conditions he may
have
Fizz book/ laptop not doing what he would like straight away
If he feels he is not being listening to

De-escalation Techniques

Remind ************ of reward chart and Acorn system.
Change of face- sometimes (male works best.)
Offer time on punching bag
Offer cup of tea if safe to do so
Redirect to another activity- climbing frame/ swing
************ has a 5 strike warning chart
Give him space to calm in quiet room
Verbal praise and reminders of success regularly
Offer a walk with core staff outside
Allow ************ to vent without becoming excessive- offer an understanding ear
Redirect with another job- kitchen, drink, taking water over, recycling bins etc.
If becoming worked up ask ************ to sit on a chair, focus on his breathing and take deep
breathes. Reassure ************. Give ************ something to read aloud to take his
attention away. Offer ************ to speak to the nurse regarding medical concerns.
Remind him of the zones of regulation
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Un regulated

Can hit out at students and staff
************ has threatened to make false allegations against staff and students when angry
Will make accusations when being told off
objects around him
Can bite his hand, bend back fingers, punch walls, and threaten to crush fingers in the doors.
Head banging
Will make negative comments about himself
Work avoidance
Can be fixated on perceived dangers
He is anxious around foods and cleanliness- fears being poisoned can result in panic attack, inhaler
if needed
Can over wash his hands when unregulated
************ will flap his arms and stamp his feet when angry.
Cries when upset or scared but is unable to verbalise his emotions.
************ will go to the bathroom to avoid an activity he doesn’t want to do- eg. Tidying.
Climbing onto tables
Playing with stationary and refusing to put it down
Slam, Kick and punch doors. Usually the classroom door
Can invade personal space
Has been known to pin peers up against walls
He will say things he knows will upset others.
************ can became worried and stressed that can cause panic attack like symptoms
especially when worrying about a medical issue or disease.
Focuses on previous school and head teacher
Threats to self-harm/commit suicide
Encourages peers to join in with negative behaviour
Makes verbal threats to get his own way

Regulated

Will laugh and joke with his peers
************ enjoys seeing the animals
He will initiate conversation with others
Will play nicely outside with others
Enjoys drawing
Watching videos on YouTube
Will listen well to staff.
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Appendix 9: Individual Risk Management Plan (IRMP)

Individual Risk Management Plan
Name:

Date:

Completed by:

Physical characteristics

(height, weight, proportions,
physical differences)

Additional risk factors

(medical, physical, or
emotional vulnerabilities)

Communication needs

(visual or hearing impaired,
adaptive communication)

Plan Co-ordinator
Review Date:
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Hazard/Behaviour

Opinion

Conscious

Seriousness

Evidenced

Subconscious

Of
Outcome

Of Hazard

A

B

C/S

1/2/3/4/5/6

1/2/3/4

O/E

Probabilit
y

Severity Risk
Score

AxB

Harm to Self –

E

S

2

3

6

Harm to Peers

E

C

3

3

9

Harm to Staff

E

C

4

4

16

O

C

6

4

24

E

C

5

4

20

O

C

6

4

24

E

C

3

3

9

Damage to property

Harm from Disruption
Criminal Offence
Harm from
Absconding
Seriousness
6

Foreseeable outcome is injury requiring hospitalisation (Admitted) / School refusal or
unable to return to work / Damage with cost implications to school

5

Foreseeable outcome is injury requiring external medical attention (A&E) /
Professional intervention-time off with re-integration / Damage leading to parts of
school being inaccessible

4

Foreseeable outcome is injury requiring medical attention / Individual recovery time
required / Damage of shared resources

3

Foreseeable outcome is multiple/extensive injuries / Needing to be removed from
situation/whole class having to be moved / Damage of work

2

Foreseeable outcome is a temporary mark / Brief spell of 1-1 support needed
/emotional response / Scratches/graffiti

1

Foreseeable outcome is upset or disruption
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Probability
4

The ‘Risk of Harm’ is persistent and constant

3

The ‘Risk of Harm’ is more likely than not to occur again

2

The ‘Risk of Harm’ has occurred within the last 12 months, the context has changed
to make a reoccurrence unlikely

1

There is evidence of historical risk, but the behaviour has been dormant for over 12
months and no identified triggers remain

The scoring should be based on evidence of harm or evidence of near miss where information is
available. For a score of 9 (3x3), it would be expected that there was recent documented evidence
of hospitalisation, significant distress or extensive damage or recent documented evidence that a
‘near miss’ could have lead to hospitalisation, significant distress or extensive damage

High anxiety behaviours

Strategies to respond – phone for support
use walkie talkie to raise the alarm. Staff to
share situation with SWIFT. Staff matched
staff to attend immediately.

************** will use racist remarks when
around others
************** will say sexually inappropriate
comments to staff when around others and
pupils

Staff to acknowledge the words
“**************, the words you are using are
not OK. We need to put a protective
consequence in place to keep others safe
from your words”.
************** to go to a private space, e.g.
the field, or Break out space
Should ************** refuse to move, size
matched staff to guide ************** to the
nearest location.
Staff member who is targeted is able to
leave, should they feel it appropriate.

************** will lay on the soft chairs with his
head on the seat

Try to distract ************** with humour and
a reminder of something he is looking
forward to
Tactile sensory input such as a safe hug or
rubbing his back between the shoulder
blades has been shown to deescalate at this
point
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************** will climb on the worktop / table
or window sill / booths / filing cabinet
************** will climb on the banisters at the
top of the stairs
************** will stack furniture on worktops
and sit on them

Do not intervene. The risk of him falling is
greater if you go towards him than leaving
him alone.
Leave ************** to sit there; remind him of
safety and that you are worried about him
hurting himself.
Use the phrase, 'I am looking for you to be
safe and appropriate'
Staff to withdraw slightly.
Remain calm, positive and upbeat.
Continue to use humour to distract
Offer to leave and do this if he requests it
when in in Break out space. When in
classroom or social area of the school
remind ************** that you need to be
able to see him but you will remove yourself
far enough away to give him the space he
needs.

Crisis/dangerous behaviours

Strategies to respond – use walkie talkie to
raise the alarm. Staff to share situation with
SWIFT. Staff matched staff to attend
immediately.

************** will use targeted racist remarks or
target language when confined in a
protective environment

Staff to acknowledge the words
“**************, the words you are using are
not OK. We will talk about that another time,
but for now we are going to ignore them”.
Once recovery is complete, ensure an
educational and restorative conversation is
had. This could happen on a different
day/time if felt it will escalate **************
again.
Targeted staff member to leave should they
feel it appropriate.
Move children away to a location where
they are unable to hear the words used.

Self-harm – ************** may bite his own
hand

Offer ************** an alternative to give the
same feedback Advice from OT following
sensory assessment
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Keep calm and positive, offer humour and
support
************** will travel around school
************** will continue to show low and
high anxiety behaviour

Evidence is that ************** is unable to
calm and will continue to escalate to where
he will damage people or property.
RPI as above

************** will travel around school and
show crisis behaviour.

If ************** is off site as part of his
therapeutic provision, staff will only use Step
On de-escalation techniques.

Staff will not use restrictive physical
intervention if ************** shows crisis
behaviours and will call the police to support
them.

Post incident recovery and debrief measures
Release from RPI
Release ************** in Break out space.
Always make sure the room is clear of objects before releasing.
Do not allow ************** out of Break out space until he is calm. Ensure the
room is secure and staff monitor entrance/exit.

Educational Opportunities
Due to the low self-esteem of **************, education and Break out space
will be done when he is emotionally ready to listen.
************** will do this at another time to the incident and can be a
cumulative summary of behaviours, rather than discussing individual events.
Times this might occur are keyworker time, walk and talk.
This conversation/work might take place several hours or days after an event.
It may occur with or without the other pupils or staff involved in the incident.

Returning to schedule
************** is able to return to schedule once he has recovered emotionally.
Staff make the decision, based on the evidence of how calm and responsive
to instructions he is. Also consider the lesson/activity which he will be returning
to class as part of as if this is an activity he has indicated is a trigger it may
cause further escalation. Also consider any other pupils who may have been
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involved in the incident, where they are and in what emotional state they are
currently in. This can vary. Restoring and educational opportunities to be
taken another time – this could be several days later. If appropriate, it may be
felt that a scheme of work would benefit **************, this to be completed
by a trusted member of staff.

Action if staff or peers are harmed
If ************** has hurt an adult, the consequence will depend on the intent
and severity of incident.
If the injury to a staff member had no intent and was caused by flailing or
accidental the consequence will remain as educational with restoring and
reflecting. If there is intent on causing harm but harm caused is minimal not
leaving a mark/ or mark considered minor, ************** will spend time in an
Break-out space. If there is intent and the injury to staff is severe, **************
will be collected from school and a timed exclusion will be put in place
(Once information has been collected and reviewed by the Senior
Leadership Team).

How are parents / carers to be contacted Pastoral Leads notified?
Parents should be phoned. SWIFT team called.

Medical Check
Body Map completed
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Parent / Carer / Link Professionals Acknowledgement
All Parent / Carer / Link Professionals should read the Individual Risk Management
Plan for the pupil and sign & date to accept the plan. Where possible the pupil
should also be included.
Printed Name

Relationship to pupil /
Professional job title

Signature

Date

Staff Acknowledgement
All relevant staff should read the Individual Risk Management Plan for the pupil and
Print, sign & date to accept the plan. If staff are unable to intervene in line with the
plan they should request a ‘Staff Plan’ to be attached.
Staff printed name

Staff Signature

Staff plan
requested–
Yes/No

Date
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APPENDIX 10: Positive Handover System
Pupils in the Semi-Formal Curriculum have a daily handover from the class team,
completed by either teacher or HLTA. In the formal curriculum, this is a weekly
handover.
Our positive handover system focusses on the behaviours we want to see
demonstrated by our pupils and links to our reward system (APE) and our two school
expectations.
Handovers do not need to be long and detailed or narrate the day – the Parent
Share for the half term will already have informed the parent of the work being
completed in class and how parents can support that at home.
If there is a need to report undesirable behaviours to a parent it will be by
telephone. If it needs to be followed up in writing this will always be passed through
SLT first.
As a rule of thumb, these behaviours will only need to be shared with the home at
C3 or C4 where a substantial consequence has been levied. It is important to
recognise that all children will display behaviour that needs us to intervene and
redirect and this is part of our job as teachers. There can be a danger of oversharing
every detail of behaviour and that can cause anxiety in the home. It is not a usual
state of affairs.
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Appendix 11: Anxiety Mapping form

ANXIETY

Anxiety Mapping

Time/Location/Staff/Activity
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Appendix 12: Roots and fruits
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Appendix 13: Zones of Regulation
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Appendix 14: Positive Behaviour Support (Motivational Assessment Scale)

POSITIVE BEHAVIOURAL SUPPORT
motivational assessment scale (MAS)
Patient Surname

Patient Forename

Date of Birth

NHS No

Unit

Current Date

Behaviour Description:
Setting Description:

instructions
The Motivational Assessment Scale is designed to identify those situations in which a person is likely to behave in certain ways.
From this information, more informed decisions can be made concerning the selection of appropriate reinforcements and
treatments.
It is important that you identify the behaviour of interest very specifically. ‘Aggressive’ for example, is not as good as ‘hits others’.
Once you have specified the behaviour to be rated, read each question carefully and circle one number that best describes your
observation of the behaviour.
You may complete this individually, or as a team. It is often useful to compare answers and differing perspectives.
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Questions
1. Would the behaviour occur
continuously, over and over, if this
person was left alone for long periods of
time? (e.g. several hours)
2. Does the behaviour occur following a
request to perform a difficult task?
3. Does the behaviour seem to occur in
response to you talking to other

persons in the room?

4. Does the behaviour ever occur to get
an object, food or activity that this person
has been told that they can’t have?
5. Would the behaviour occur repeatedly
in the same way for very long periods of
time if no one was around? (e.g. rocking
back and forth for over an hour)
6. Does the behaviour occur when any
request is made of this person?
7. Does the behaviour occur when you
stop attending to this person?
8. Does the behaviour occur when you
take away a favourite object, food or
activity?
9. Does it appear to you that this person
enjoys performing the behaviour?
10. Does this person seem to perform the
behaviour to upset or annoy you when
you are trying to get them to do what you
ask?

Never

Almost
Never

Seldom

0

1

2

0

1

0

Answers
Half The
Time

Usually

Almost
Always

Always

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
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11. Does this person seem to perform the
behaviour to upset or annoy you when
you are not paying attention to them?
e.g. you are in another room, or talking to
another person)
12. Does the behaviour stop occurring
shortly after (1-5 minutes) you give this
person the object, food, activity they
have requested?
13. When the behaviour is occurring,
does this person seem calm and relaxed?
14. Does the behaviour stop occurring
shortly after (1-5 minutes)you stop
working or making demands of this
person?
15. Does this person seem to perform the
behaviour to get you to spend time with
them?
16. Does the behaviour seem to occur
when this person has been told they can’t
do something they had wanted to do?
Score

Total Score:
Mean Score:
Relative Ranking:

1.
5.
9.
13.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sensory

2.
6.
10.
14.

Escape

3.
7.
11.
15.

Attention

4.
8.
12.
16.

Tangibles
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Action to take following assessment:

Print Name:

Date:

Print Name:

Date:

Print Name:

Date:
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